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E-Power Guide & Testimonials

New Negative Potential Body Energizer
E-Power was designed to provide Negative Potential Energy (Anion Effect) with High Frequency
Energy (Resonance).

Development and Studies
Scientists 1：
Earl Sutherland of the United States received the 1971 Nobel Prize for his discoveries
regarding “the mechanism of the action of hormones.” He showed that the signal used
to communicate between cells (the 1st Messenger) is converted to a signal inside the
cell (the 2nd Messenger). This signal occurs in the cell membrane. Nobel Prize
winners Alfred Gilmand & Martin Rodbell (1994) discovered how they work.
Scientists 2：
An Anatomy Doctor at the University of Bolonia, Italy discovered that the human
body is a “semi-conductor” of electricity. It has been proven that there are 30-50
micro-voltages in EACH cell of the human body.
Scientists 3：
Russian Scientists discovered that the main cause of aging and eventual death of the
human body is due to the lack of ATP.
Scientists 4：
An American Biologist discovered that negative electric potential activates the ATP
Enzyme and helps with the composition of ATP.
Development and Studies
ATP’s (adenosine triphosphates) are energy-carrying molecules found in the cells of
all living things. ATP transports chemical energy within cells for your metabolism.
It is an energy source that your body needs not only to survive, but to thrive!
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Why Positive Potential can be harmful?

• Nutrients, Oxygen and H2O can not get in.
• Waste, Carbon Dioxide can not get out.
• Inside cell gets too much sodium+ / hydrogen+

Why Negative Potential is Important?
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The Principle of Design
The technology developed for Negative Potential Energy and High Frequency Energy
combines theories of modern medical science, electronics, Traditional Chinese Medicine,
and the biology of micro-molecules.
Using your body as a capacitor, E-Power creates an internal energy that will balance and
revitalize you.

Electric Potential in the Human Body

There are 30-40 micro-voltages within the cell membranes that are located in your body.
Since there are approximately SIXTY TRILLION (60,000,000,000,000) cells in the
body, the total electric potential is a very considerable number.
The change in electric potential during a lifetime is indicated below. The electric
potential in the human body decreases with age, and the reduction of electric potential
can cause illnesses. For this reason, it is necessary to increase the electric potential to
increase health. HTE developed E-Power, so that you can easily increase your electric
potential.
Lifetime Electric Potential for Humans

Children
(Around 70-90 millivolts)

Sick & Tired
(Lower than 60 millivolts)

Senior Citizen
(When the cells die, zero millivolts; full
blown cancer & disease equals 15 millivolts.)
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The Comparisons between Positive and Negative Ion Field:
Body Systems

Negative Field Action

Positive Field Action

Autonomic Nervous System

Stimulates Parasympathetic
Nervous System
(May cause relaxation)

Stimulates Sympathetic NS
(May cause stress)

Whole Body

Calms, relaxes, deep sleep

Stress, Insomnia, Depression

Adrenals

Balance

Can over-stimulate (may
cause burn out)

Bone Fractures

Healing, Approved by FDA
(Bassett, 1974, 1977)

May not heal

Nutrient Absorbing

Increases Utilization

Dampens Utilization

Hormones

Balances

Can get out of balance

Oxygen Intake

Improves by study 30%

Decreases, dampens
Bronchioles.

Urinary Function

Detoxifies, relaxes

Suppressed

Bowel Movement

Detoxifies, relaxes

Can be constipating

Respiration

Increases oxygen and improves
breath volume

Dampens oxygen

Pulse

Slows down

Can speed up

Capillary Vessels

Expands, increased oxygen

Contracts, less oxygen

Blood Pressure

Tends to normalize

Tends to go up

Lowers, reduce risk of diabetes

Increases

PH

Alkalizes, above 70 millivolts
Cell membrane – 8 pH
Electrons spins clockwise
Spinning off acid water-wastes

Below 70 millivolts
Cell Membrane – 2 pH
Electrons spin
counterclockwise, attracting
acids & wastes

Good Bacteria

Supported by the negative

Attracts bad bacteria

Enzymes

Activates greater activity

Decreases activity

Lactic Acid

Rids acids

Increases lactic acids and
causes fermentation

Blood sugar
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Body Systems

Negative Field Action

Positive Field Action

Calcium Absorption

Increases, relaxes

Decreases stressors,
When reaching beyond
reserve, shuts down
Sympathetic, Osteoporosis

Potassium in Cells

Increases Energy

Decreases stressors, shuts
down Parasympathetic

Magnesium

Increases Energy

Decreases energy, shuts
down Sympathetic

Sodium

Increases in & around cell

Same, decreases energy

Mitochondria

Can increase ATP energy
dramatically, muscles, heart

Can decrease energy and
cause fermentation of ATP

Liver

Increases 2,000 functions

Decreases function

Blood Coagulation

Can reduce

Increases, can cause
blood clots

White Blood Cell Count

Can increase

Stress can decrease

Collagen-Skin Cells

Can be stimulated

Increases wrinkles

Fat Cells-Cellulite

Can decrease

Can increase fat cells

Metabolism

Can increase

Can decrease

Digestion

Can improve

Can decrease

Immune function

Increases Macrophages, B
Cells, T Cells, Helper Cells

Can dampen immune
function
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WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?
1. Increased Cell Membrane Voltage activates the sodium/potassium pump allowing:
•
•
•
•
•

Regeneration of cellular energy and increased body energy
Improvement of oxygen.
Increase of Vitality and Cell Function
Increased Nerve Regeneration (1998 University Gottingen)
Activates Oxidoreductase enzymes to change acid to alkaline.

2. Improvement of Blood Circulation due to Vascodilation allowing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capillaries to receive more oxygen (up to 30% by study – Pargon 1967, Peraira 1967)
Reduction of blood flow resistance returning to the heart.
Can lower Blood Pressure
Can increase Detoxification
Improved Nutrient Supply and improved Nutrient Supplement utilization.
Change Acidosis to Alkalinity
Accelerate Healing of wounds
Increased performance in Sports Competition
Clearer Mental Performance, Focus, Concentration

3. Release of Calcium: (a messenger substance) by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing metabolism
Benefits Cell Division
Reduction of Vascular Function
Balances Cortisol and Adrenalin - relieving stress
Regulates the Adrenalin receptors from becoming Adrenalin Resistant
Activates the Insulin Receptors (balances insulin better)
Improves the Nerve Function in Balance
Activates Macrophages and T Cell (Study Carson 1990)
Helps Back, Muscle, & Spinal Column Therapy
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4. Triggers the Spleen and Bone Marrow to Increase Calcium by:
•

The Piezoelectric effects increase bone tissue. Helps to have stronger Bones &
Eliminates Osteoporosis

•

As we get older, the bones resist PTH from the parathyroid gland (Thyroid) to make
more bone-forming cells. Negative fields increase this function

5. Shortens recovery & repair time for Athletes, & Disability by:
•
•
•
•

Strengthening muscles, bones, tendons, & ligaments
Reduces inflammation
Great for Rheumatism, Arthritis, Bruises, Fractures, Paralysis, and Muscle & Nerve
Tension.
Reduces Risk of Injury and regeneration of injured cells

6. Pain Relief by:
• Interrupting transmission of Pain stimulus to the brain
• Relieves Muscle Tension, leg cramps. spasms
7. Improves the Function of the Stomach and Intestines through:
•
•
•

Regulation of Plexus Myenterium by increasing Digestion activity.
Increase in Metabolism
Increased Weight loss and building Muscle Mass

8. Increases Collagen by:
•
•
•

Stimulating the Fibroblasts
Increases the activity of connective tissue cells
Increases Nerve & Skin regeneration
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E-POWER was designed using modern technology including universal medicine,
biology of micro molecules and electronics. It combines the actions of negative potential,
and high frequency. It has had notable results in improving the function of organs and
limiting illnesses.

Design of E-Power
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The AC Voltage output works on 110v and 220v and is considered very safe.
A safe, low voltage circuit creates the high frequency and the negative potential.
The time control is designed for 0-30, 30-60, 60-90 minutes continuously.
The indicator is designed with a fluorescent VFD technology screen.
The housing unit is made of high quality PVC.
The housing unit is welded together on each side making it strong and safe.
The IC parts on the PVC are of high quality that guarantees high precision and
stability.
• All the pieces of PVC were tested for 24 hours of continuous high temperature,
aging, and vibration.
• The escape of electricity is much lower than the norm of medical products
(≦0.5mA).

• High Frequency Output: 70KHZ
• Negative Potential Output: 1/600V, 1/800V, 1/1000V.
• The unit can pulse from a positive polarity frequency of 2500 (a high) to a
negative polarity frequency of -600.

Characteristics of Design
1. Good function, portable, and by its concept, is suitable for everyone in today's
families.
2. Is esthetically pleasing with plenty of ventilation chambers to help lengthen the
life of the product.
3. Easy to handle and use, and does not have any known negative side effects.
4. Compact size to use at home, office or when traveling.
5. Designed with 2 ports for 2 people to use at the same time.
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E- POWER activates cells and breaks through
traditional medicine to improve functions of the main 8 systems.
It is suitable for everyone in the family.

Functions of Negative Potential / High Frequency
•

Circulatory System

•

Nervous System

•

Digestive System

•

Bowel Movements

•

Immune System

•

Skeletal System

•

Weight Loss

•

Improve Skin
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Circulatory System
About 80% of the illnesses that exist in the human body come from the circulatory
system. A Cardiology Specialist from the United States (W. CASTELI) says:
“Good maintenance of the heart and the circulatory systems can prolong life.”
1. A High Frequency (70KHz electrical charge) begins the process of Negative
Potential Energy in the body.
2. The body begins to react to Negative Potential and starts to remove acid
sediments, impurities, triglycerides, and cholesterol that stick to the wall of
blood vessels.

3. E-Power increases the electrical potential and permeability of the cells that clean
blood and balance your PH.

The Nervous System
For people with imbalances of the autonomous nervous system, headaches,
insomnia, stress, constipation, and much, much more.
1. Negative Potential Energy can increase the anions in the cellular membrane and
improve blood vessel flow.
2. The autonomous nervous system reaches equilibrium by absorbing anions,
which in turn regulate the functions of blood vessels and internal secretion
systems.
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The Digestive System
Each of our cells contain, on average, 500 to 2,000 little "factories" called
mitochondria that are responsible for supplying our energy needs. This energy
survives in ATP.
There are 1,000-2,000 Mitochondria (mtDNA) in a single liver cell, occupying
roughly a fifth of its total volume.
The mitochondria are essential for turning the food we eat into energy in the form
of the molecule ATP. Mitochondrial diseases can affect many organ systems. These
include gastrointestinal problems (constipation, acid reflux), ataxia (loss of balance
and coordination), and learning delays.
E-Power can increase the electric potential of cells where the Mitochondrion live.
It can help with problems of gastric ulcers, stomach pains, and insomnia, and
improve the overall health of individuals.
Negative Potential Energy from E-Power stimulates cells and can reactivate the
enzymes of ATP. It will also increase the ability to compose ATP in the membrane.
Mitochondria also exist in muscular cells. It softens hard excrement, stimulates
intestines to increase bowel movements, and eliminates constipation. When
E-Power reactivates enzymes in the intestines, it prevents the loss of nutrients your
body needs.

The Urinary System
When you begin the detoxifying process with E-POWER, the function of the
digestive system starts to recover. Bowel movement regulates and the amount of
urine and stool will increase.
At first, due to the detoxification process of E-POWER, the urine will look foamy
and the stool will have a very strong smell. The revival of enzymes helps diminish
the workload of the kidneys and liver.
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The Immune System
“When there’s negative potential energy, the ‘C Proteins’ (which are located in the
blood) activate. The C Proteins are in charge of the immunologic function…
When the C Proteins have been reactivated, the immune system improves. It will
accelerate cicatrisation (healing by forming scar tissue) and help improve immune
system problems including stress, asthma, eczema, allergies, etc.”
- Dr. Guang Teng Zhitian

The Skeletal System
For some people, the body does not absorb enough calcium or loses calcium ions,
which can result in osteoporosis.
The action of negative potential increases the ability of the cellular membranes to
improve the exchange of ions.
This exchange balances the ions inside and outside of the cells, and it will reserve
the calcium ions in the bones, helping to improve the problem of osteoporosis.

Weight Loss
E-Power helps unblock channels of energy in the body and accelerates the process
of fat burning.
It can strengthen the skin and firm the figure of the face, showing a reduction of fat
under the chin.
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Improve Your Skin
The electrical wave of high frequency massages cells 70,000 times per second to
help the skin recover its elasticity. The Negative Potential helps balance the blood
PH and accelerates the process of detoxification, making the skin look and feel
healthy.
The supply of anion reduces negative effects of the skin. It improves skin
metabolism and the ability to reserve oxygen.
It can eliminate the small lines of expression and age spots, while reducing stretch
marks and lines from pregnancy.

Before

After
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Amazing beauty results from Negative Potential of E-Power
The aging and Wrinkles

Collagen and Skin
Collagen is a protein produced by skin cells
which provides strength and resilience to
the skin. Healthy collagen means firm yet
soft and supple skin.
• Collagen makes up 75 percent of our skin;
thus, the smooth, plump appearance of
young, healthy skin is due in large part
to the presence of healthy collagen levels.
• Because of this, beauty seekers around
the globe search for new ways to
boost collagen levels and repair past
collagen damage
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Anti-Wrinkle - Thermage Face Lift
Thermage Skin Tightening
A process that renews collagen production by heating collagen in the lower layers of skin causing
tightening of collagen and rejuvenation of collagen production.

Skin lift:
Increases Collagen by:
• Stimulating the Fibroblasts
• Increases the activity of connective tissue cells
• Increases Nerve & Skin regeneration
Apply to:
• Face lift, Softening of wrinkles around eyes and lift up eyebrows
• To improve double chins
• To help firm sagging skin on belly, arms and knees
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Assistant facial massage skills

1
Messaging in upwards
motion twice, from the
bottom of neck to the
base of the chin

5
Sliding the fingers
along the sides of
the nose towards to
temple for 2 times

2

3

Start from the jaw sliding
the fingers towards
the ear for 2 times

Start with the corner
of the mouth by
sliding the fingers
towards to the
ear for 2 times

6

7

Start with the inner
hollow of the eye
by sliding the fingers
towards to the
temple for 2 times

Messaging in upwards
motion from the edge
of the eye through
the temple to the
hairline for 2 times

4
Start from the
philtrum by sliding
the fingers towards
to the ear
for 2 times

8
Messaging in upwards
motion twice,
from the eye brow
to the hairline
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Operating Instructions
Please notice the following：
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Isolation
Your feet cannot contact the floor directly. (Place feet on a wooden surface
such as cutting board)
DO NOT sit on metallic furniture (tables, chairs)
The white cable cannot have contact with the floor
Keep E-Power and the body 4 inches away from the wall

Suitable For:
Healthy Physiques:
Balance your organ functions and enhance muscle strength.
Weak Physiques:
Increases different physiological functions.
Unhealthy Physiques:
May take some time, but it can help you feel better.
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Warning! Do Not Use:
▲ If you have a Pacemaker
▲ If you’re Menstruating
▲ If you’re Pregnant
▲ If you have a high fever
▲ With metallic items such as badges or jewelry
▲ Drink Alcohol within 1 hour of using E-Power
▲ If you have a history of heart and kidney problems
▲ Tumors
▲ If you have implants of gel or silicon and transplant organs
Please consult a doctor before use!
You must remove all electronic items from yourself including cellular phones,
handheld computers, games, calculators, etc., or damage could occur.

Recommendation and Precautions:
※ You must drink 1 glass of water 1-hour before the treatment and 1 glass of water
1-hour after the treatment. This time frame and the amount of water you drink
will affect your results.
※ It is recommended that if you use E-Power more than twice a day, you use it in
multiples of 30 mins, such as 30 mins, 60 mins, or 90 mins.
※ People who have kidney problems should not use E-Power too much in the
beginning, but can use more frequently once the problems improve.
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Advantages of E-Power: 12 Main Benefits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Improves detoxification.
Reduces inflammation and relieves pain.
For beauty & slimming.
May lower blood sugar and the risk of getting diabetes.
Enhances the immune system.
Activates cells and increases oxygen intake.
Improves digestion and relieves constipation.
Balances blood PH and can lower blood pressure.
Balances the autonomous nerve system and reduces stress.
Improves metabolism.
May lower risk of heart disease
Increase ATP energy.

5 Main Results
1).

Noticeable Results

2).

Gain Energy with High
Frequency & Negative Potential

3).

Portable and Saves Space

4).

No Known Negative Side Effects

5).

Easy to Use and Safe
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Components of E-Power

Potential/Frequency Intensity
Control Panel
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Step-by-Step Operating Instructions for E-Power
1. Place the E-Power machine on a level surface.
2. Plug E-Power into an AC electrical outlet.
3. Plug belt into OUT1 or OUT2 to activate the electric test pen.
4. Users should stay in place after the belt is attached to them.
5. Press the “Power” button; the VFD display turns on and the machine sounds a “beep”
three times.
6. If you intend to have the machine work continuously, press the “Continue” button.
7. If you would like to set a specific time frame, press the “Time” button (TIME “+” or
“－“ button) and the machine can be set anywhere between 0-90 minutes. (Time will
be set as “+” or “－“ 30 minutes each press)
8. Press the “EPA” button to select high, middle or low degree.
9. The machine starts when the “Play” button is pressed. (**First time users should start
on low setting. After your body adapts, the middle or high setting can be used.)
10. After E-Power stops it will send four “beep” tones.
11. All settings and icons on the display will go back to the default setting.
12. Press the “Power” button to turn off the power.
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Frequently Asked Questions about E-Power
1.

What is the maximum time allowed on the product?
It is advisable to use the product a maximum of 8 hours daily. It is necessary to begin with 30
minutes in the low mode (L) of intensity. From then on, you can slowly increase the time and the
intensity. After that there is no strict form use.

2.

How much electricity does this product consume?
It requires a very low consumption of electricity, which is economic.

3.

Does it provoke side effects?
With the correct use (as it appears in the E-Power Manual) it does not provoke any known
negative side effects.

4.

If the users practice Chi Gong, will the use of this product affect them or not?
The Chi Gong and this product use the same theory. The use of this product can help you have
more Chi energy.

5. How many times a day can I use this product? And does frequent use have side effects?
There is no strict norm of use. As a matter of fact, if you use it every 1 or 2 hours (up to an 8-hour
maximum) you will get better results.
6 Can you use it in a leaning over position?
You can use this product in different positions.
7. If different users do the same test with a lamp to verify the energy, why do some lamps turn
on and others do not?
Different people have different health status. For healthier people, the lamp will be more brilliant (it
means that the cell membrane in their bodies have more energy).
8. Why do people who suffer from high blood pressure get dizzy when they use this product?
Not all people who suffer from high blood pressure get dizzy. It varies from person to person. This
is a recovery process; consistent use of E-Power is recommended for full benefits. Of course, you
should always check with your doctor before starting any new health regimen.
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9. Why don’t I feel any stimulation when I use this product?
This product does not directly expel the electricity into the human body. It offers a resonance of
70,000 times per second, which is very suitable for the human body. This is why users do not feel
stimulation (sometimes, if a person has good capillary function, they will feel a little stimulation
in their fingers).
10. What type of reaction will my body have if I use this product?
There are no known negative side effects from using E-Power. Your body should feel relaxed and
comfortable during use and after completing your E-Power sessions.
11. Why could the use of this product stop a hemorrhage?
Because the use of this product improves the function of homeostasis.
12. Compared to other similar products on the market: why is this product different?
There are no other products on the market that expel (at the same time) the negative electricity of
high intensity and the electrical wave of high frequency.
13. From what age can people use this product?
From 1-year of age to the elderly, people will receive very good results.
14. How can you keep the belt in a good condition? Is it always necessary to change it for a new
one?
It is necessary to keep the belt in a dry environment and it is advisable to change the belt every
year.
15. What is the life of this product?
Normally this product has a life of more than 5 years (it has 1 year warranty of free repair).
16. Where do I use the product? Will I be able to receive better results in any one place than
another? And if I use it in a metallic chair or in a bed of springs what would happen?
To receive a better result, it is necessary to use this product in an outlying environment. DO NOT
use this product while sitting in a metallic chair, or while on a bed of springs.
17. When 2 people use the unit at the same time and they touch each other, will they get shocked?
No. (but if they touch someone else, the third person might get shocked.)
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18. When I am using the product and touch another person, why do I feel an electric shock?
It is because the negative potential concentrates on a very small surface of the skin. If the
connecting surface is large, you will not feel any shocks (for example: when you shake another
person’s hand).
19. What theory do these products work on?
The theory of negative potential.
20. Is this product safe?
100% safe.
21. Is it possible that a short circuit may occur?
If the cables are not broken, it is 100% secure. However, if you have any questions regarding use,
you may contact our Customer Service Department.
22. If I have contact with water during the usage of the product, would I be in danger?
No, absolutely not (but for the safety of the unit, do not drink water or use water near it).
23. Can I use this product before or after eating? Can I use it while I’m eating?
You can use this product before and after eating, but we don’t recommend using the product when
you’re eating because your silverware may cause a small discharge.
24. At the time of thunder or lighting, what should I do?
Theoretically it will not affect anything; but normally we recommend disconnecting electrical
devices until the thunder or lighting has passed.
25. How long it will take for the body to feel the benefits?
It varies from person to person. Usually within a month after the first use, the body will receive
benefits, but some people may take as long as 6 to 7 weeks.
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26. Can cancer patients use this product?
There are 2 different opinions. To avoid complications we suggest you consult your doctor.
27. How long has electrotherapy been in use?
In the 18th century, Benjamin Franklin started to use electrotherapy in Europe where it was very
popular; but at that time there were no theories supporting it. Through modern technology,
scientists today have verified the benefit of electrotherapy and have brought it to the rest of the
world. Today in Japan, Korea, Europe, the United States, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and other
countries, electrotherapy with its negative charge is currently in use in many hospitals and homes to
prevent diseases and improve health.
28. If I’m taking medication, can I use the product?
Yes.
29. Can I use electric appliances while I’m using this product?
It is not recommended. In fact, the use of this product while using any other electric appliance may
damage it. Example: (computers, telephones, etc.)
30. How long has this product been on the market?
It was introduced in Japan about 20 years ago.
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Tips for A Successful Retail Demonstration

1. Prepare your E-Power for demonstration. Connect the E-Power Belt into output 1 or
output 2.
2. Try to schedule in-home appointments when both the husband and wife will be there.
3. Keep the appointment to less than 30 minutes.
4. Don’t get technical - let the use of the product sell your customer.
5. Involve all members of the family.
6. Relate your personal experiences with the E-Power
7. Utilizes the E-Power dvd
8. Have fun!
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E-Power Presentation – Health & Beauty Party
1. Set the stage
a. Find a Need and Fill It!
b. Ask Questions
2. Connect the E-Power Belt and explain
a. Ask questions during the presentation
b. Give out literature NOW and review it with them
3. E-Power dvd presentation
4. Do demo
a. Use the test pen to explain that it is work.
b. Energy test – use the light tube to do a test

c. Beauty spa – use the facial mask to do a demo
5. Share your product testimonial/ other testimonials
6. Serve Total Health Formula product
7. Ask for the sale
8. After the sale - Follow up
28
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E-Power Testimonials

Health Specialists
1. Deanna Sudweeks (HTE Jade President Distributor)
2. Pablo Betancourt, MD
3. María Enriqueta Castellanos, MD

USA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

José Ramiro García
Martha Rusell
Lyn & Ted Novak
Jim Irving
Alan J. Simons
Barbara Pendleton
Merrilee Smith
Linda Nelson

Canada
1. Joni Bradley
2. Joan & Larry Beckingham
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México
1. Verónica Saldaña Moreno
2. Pasto Ochoa
3. Raymundo Zuluaga Fernández del Valle
4. Marina Arriaga Pérez
5. Ma. Del Carmen González
6. Micaelina Sánchez García
7. Ma. Del Lourdes Torres Córdova
8. Ernestina Velazquez
9. Ana Cecilia Pérez
10. Yolanda García
11. Jesús Américo López López
12. Ma. Guadalupe Medina de Guerrero
13. Martín Dávalos López
14. Francisco Alanis Guajardo
15. Maribel Rodríguez
16. Victor Resendez Pérez
17. Silvia Vidal Morales
18. Oscar España
19. Ramón Soria Medina
20. Oscar Ortiz
21. Susana García Rojas
22. Susana García Rojas
23. Francisco Benavides Garza
24. Fernando Estrada
25. José Luis Cortez
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Deanna Sudweeks (HTE Jade President Distributor)
Energized by E-Power
While watching the Power Point Presentation on the E-Power at the Mexico Convention in August, I
was on “fire” with excitement. Ten years ago I had paid $3,000.00 for a machine which raised each
cells electrical potential. The E-Power is 75 % more effective. Wow! With 7 years tried and proven
this a human cell generator which gives outstanding results. I asked myself “How could I be so
fortunate to have my own E-Power for its benefit as well as be able to share the E-Power with everyone
I care about!
With Christmas coming I thought the E-Power would be a great gift that would keep giving more
energy and better quality of life for those who use it. That meant my 85 year old parents were first on
my gift list. My mind was flooded with everyone that could be blessed with the benefits this E-Power
has to offer. Anyone with “symptoms”, Bring E-Power to the “Rescue”.
With a machine that can make a difference to virtually every cell of the body – I know 2008 in HTE
would be the best year ever. I sent letters out, had meetings, sold almost a 100 units and also told
everyone to get the E-Power Power Point (58 pages), E-Power Users Guide (15 pages) which was
corrected and reviewed by Neil Voss in November, 2007. Thank You Neil for your hard work.
When people have fragile health they may want to start off on low and if have a good health they may
want to start out on high; but it is their choice. After using the E-Power the first few times, I then
slept with the E-Power on high. This was usually from 3-6 hours a night. If I touch my husbands
clothing or he touches mine we are fine but if my bare elbow touches his skin it can be a shocking
experience. When I came back from Asia I got sick and used for 47 hours continuously. Read the
power point & E-Power guide if you want to know what the negative potential does for the body.
Note: the only good negative is negative ions and negative potential and they are the same thing.
I saw results after using the E-Power for just 15 min. my first time. My kidney got a jump start. Urine
smell & color cleans up. Stomach digestion improves. Elimination process regulated. I feel more
refreshed in the morning. My brainpower is increased & ability to comprehend is clearer. Recall is
improved. Circulation is increased and swelling is decreased in my legs. Blood sugar drops 20 pts.
Improving insulin absorption.
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Pablo Betancourt, MD
Guadalajara, Jal.
Chief of the Cell Rehabilitation Department in Angeles Del Carmen Hospital
I would like to tell you about one of my patients who was under my care for Diabetes Mellitus; she
depends on insulin to control her condition. She started using E-Power on a daily basis. With the
electron flow from E-Power, we noticed that there’s a therapeutic modality that eliminates pain in a
very impressive way. But that’s not all: we also found that for the first time in her life, her blood sugar
levels were very low. For that reason I suggested she lower her daily dose of insulin. The patient
consulted with her primary doctor who agreed with my recommendation. In the medical field there are
no known cases or reports of a patient who relies on insulin and has been using it for a long period of
time that has stopped needing their daily dose of insulin. On the contrary, these patients typically
require more doses. It is very common for those who require a high dose to develop a resistance to
insulin. Commonly, these cases do not have a good prognosis.
Today, my patient has stopped taking insulin; she controls it with pills and her blood sugar is still low.
Of course she continues to use her E-Power on a daily basis.
God bless you all and thank you for showing us the power of E-Power.
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María Enriqueta Castellanos, MD
Tepatitlán, Jal.
Esthetic & Reconstructive Surgeon
After a search of over a year and a half to find medical equipments of high technology that suits my
needs I met HTE Mexico and their marvelous products: the SOQI Bed, Chi Machine, ERE and
E-Power; they came to solve the requirements for the treatments of before and after a reconstructive
and esthetic surgery. They are affordable; sponsored by a well established enterprise and with the
official permits of the government and health department. I went to a Seminar of two days, were they
explained me about the Business Plan; this caught my attenti9on because I start to think that not all my
life I’ll be practicing the profession of Plastic Surgeon. HTE is my chance to be my own boss and
have financial freedom. The cap citation through the weekly meetings and seminars motivated me;
you get to coexist with successful leaders like family. Now my clinic offers this high quality
equipments to my fellow traumatologists, pediatricians, internists, optometrists, and they also refer me
some of their patients to give them therapy. This satisfies me, because I expand my horizons offering
high quality, efficient and low cost medical services. Mi next goal is to become a president.
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Jose Ramiro García
California
My name is Jose Ramiro Garcia. In 2003 I suffered from a stroke that left half of my body paralyzed.
In July 2007, I meet Guillermina Orozco and she told me about these products that would help me
recover. I accepted her invitation and went to El Monte, CA where the HTE offices are. Initially I had
to use a walker to move around, then after a couple of weeks of using the SOQI Bed, ERE and the
newest product E-Power I just use a cane. I believe these products have done a miracle in me,
because I started to feel awesome! After 8 weeks of using the products I was able to walk around
without any walker or cane. Now I can drive my vehicle which makes me extremely happy, every day
I get more independent. In 2008 Mr. Gorden Pan announced Dancing SOQI, and I’m really Dancing
with SOQI! I like to thank Mrs. Guillermina Orozco for introducing me to these amazing products
which have helped me gain my life back.

Martha Rusell
Minnesota, USA
Well, I’ve had a constipation problem since I was a young girl. We got the E-Power January 2nd.
I’ve used it for an hour every day. Now, I had taken Metamucil for the last 32 years, but I no longer
have to use it. I don’t use stool softeners and I am going regularly every day. This is the most
wonderful thing I’ve ever come across. We didn’t bring our other machines with us but left them
with our friend that has cancer. She is feeling much better. I also have a friend here in Arizona that
I am letting use the E-Power and she uses it for 30 minutes per day. She, too, had a constipation
problem, going once every 3 days. But now she goes regularly every day. My husband, Denis, uses
it and he goes regularly every day. So it is the most wonderful piece of equipment that we’ve ever
had.
I had a colonoscopy and the doctor told me to take stool softeners all during the day and that would
help, but this has been the most wonderful thing I’ve ever come across.
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Lyn & Ted Novak
Whitefish, MT
We came to visit our new great grandchild in Utah, and Deanna said, “You’ve got to come and see
what I have!” Well, I have everything there is to have anyways, you know, being in business for
42years. My husband is a Chiropractor and I’m a Therapist. We worked with the 49’ers football
team for 9 years, so we are very seasoned. I thought I don’t need another piece of equipment, but
Deanna said, “I can stay up and show it to you because I don’t know how else we can work it in.”
It was 10:30 p.m. when Deanna put my husband on the E-Power. He was about 50 when he
worked with a weed eater and hurt his arm. He was scheduled to have an operation on his torn
rotator cuff. Well, #1) he didn’t want to have an operation, and #2) it doesn’t always work when
you get the rotator cuff repaired. He never had the operation, and he is 72 years old now. When
Deanna tested him, it showed. She said, “Ted, you’re having trouble with your right shoulder.” He
said, “How do you know?” The fluorescent light tester on the E-Power dimmed when she tested
him. So she let us take it home. That night we left it on for half hour. When you first get started,
you don’t leave it on a long time. After 4 days we called Deanna and said, “We can’t believe this!”
You know, Ted’s shoulder was so bad that he had great difficulty pulling up his pants. He couldn’t
even put his belt in his pants, so I had to help him with it. To make a long story short; Ted didn’t
get his arm operated on, and now he can pull up his pants on his own! And, it turns out that the
E-Power helped in other ways including “cleaning” cells and blood. We tested the pH of our urine
and the pH improved within a week! E-Power gets rid of all the toxins. We are excited about what
E-Power has done for Ted. I hardly ever get the chance to use it because Ted is sleeping with it
every night! We recommend it to everybody and, specially, if there are any doctors listening, it’s a
great tool for your office because you can tell right away where people are hurting when the light
shines and then gets dimmer and dimmer. It’s so exciting! When you’re using E-Power, the energy
goes through your entire body, treating your whole body. If we take a little fluorescent light bulb
that isn’t plugged in, and put your hand on the light bulb, it lights up the light bulb! It’s a shocking
revelation when you see yourself lighting up a light bulb! And then, we take that light bulb and go
over the whole body. If there are problem areas the bulb dims gray, and that’s how we know where
to treat the patient. It’s so exciting to have a tool that you can treat the whole family with and that is
so reasonable in cost. I don’t know if I sound excited or not, but I’m so excited! We are so excited
because now we have every tool there is – we really do have everything! We have been in the
business for 42 years; married 54 years. If anyone has any questions they would like to ask Dr. Ted,
he is not busy right now. He wasn’t able to use his arms, he wasn’t even able to massage until after
E-Power - but he can massage again now!
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Jim Irving
Utah
When we came down to Deanna’s house. She put the E-Power belt on me and ran her little
fluorescent light bulb tube over my body. She said, “Man you’re not lightning this thing up
at all, it’s pretty dull!” I was suffering from cancer at the time. I had lymphoma in the subcutaneous
T cells in my arm. The bulb was pretty dull - not just in that arm - it was dull everywhere. Deanna
said, “Whoa! I just can’t believe that you can’t light this thing up. It seems blocked or something.”
Deanna reached down and touched the bulb. It glowed! Amazing! Well I ended up purchasing a
unit. Deanna let me borrow hers for a while so I could sleep with it. After a few days, it must have
loosened up everything in my body because, all of a sudden, things started flowing. Above my bed
I have a couple of lights. There’s a touch bar underneath the end of the headboard where if you
touch it, the lights turn on dim. If you touch it again it gets brighter, and so on until you finally turn
it off. The energy is flowing so well through me now that I can’t even put my hand near that touch
bar because the dimmer starts and shuts off so fast! My wife said, “Get away from that thing! I
can’t sleep!” because it really has loosened things up. I don’t touch it at all. I’m at least a good foot
away from the touch bar. In fact, the grandkids didn’t know about the touch bar and they
said,”Grandpa you’re magic!” Then I played with them a bit and said, “I’ll show you,” So, I’m a
foot away from this touch bar and I just kind of flipped my fingers at it while I’m hooked up to the
E-Power. The lights come on the E-Power and I just keep playing with the kids, flipping my
fingers, when all of a sudden the energy just jumps over to the touch bar and turns on the light!
They start to squeal with delight because they think I’m magic! The truth is, I think E-Power is
magic! I feel so much better! I used the E-Power a lot before I went in for an MRI. Of course I
didn’t know if it would help. All I knew was that I was really concerned about whether they would
find cancer in any another place other than my arm. So I used my E-Power, ERE, HotHouse, and
Chi Machine as much as I possibly could. When they finally did the MRI they said, “You don’t
have cancer anywhere other than on that arm.” So, I don’t know. Did the E-Power help? The
E-Power is meant to do one of two things: keep you healthy or give you a chance to get your health
back. That’s why I’m using it. And I’d like to personally thank you Deanna, for introducing it to me.
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Alan J. Simons
Provo, UT
One of the benefits that I was first made aware of is in the area of mental clarity. I have a job were I
work long hours. Sometimes you’re there physically, but you can’t concentrate so you don’t get
much accomplished. It’s like the more hours you work the less you accomplish, but you just keep
trying to finish it. On November 6th I started a new job and started using the E-Power machine on a
daily basis. One of the things that amazed me was finding myself in the office at 9, 10, 11 p.m.,
sometimes through 1 or 2 in the morning, and still be able to concentrate and focus. In addition, I
had a problem with becoming drowsy on the long freeway drives home – especially after working
so late. This new job I started was a 100 mile round trip – 50 miles each way! On these long drives,
my vision would become blurry and I was in danger of falling asleep at the wheel! One night, I
found myself behind the wheel of my car and felt like I was looking at a 68- inch plasma TV! I
realized that my vision and the way I saw the road that night was something I had never
experienced before. A couple of times I thought, “This is sort of strange.” So, I quit using the
E-Power for a couple of days. I was barely awake late at night. I started to use the E-Power again
and feel a mental clarity that was just really fantastic. I’m 56 and I’m trying to compete with
younger people. I’m able to get a lot accomplished on the job and I think E-Power has terrific
benefits for me!

Barbara Pendleton
Provo, UT
I’ve been using the E-Power for 2 weeks now and just 30 to 60 minutes a day and for the very first
day I found that it clears up the skin it normalizes heart palpitations. I’ve been having problems
with that and both my husband and I noticed that our health has improved. I don’t know if it’s my
imagination but this is better and I feel better too. So I have high hopes for E-Power. Thank you.

Linda Nelson
Riverside, CA
After 1-hour use on the E-Power I got the best night's sleep I'd had in a very long time and I woke up
full of energy for the day. Also, I have suffered from anxiety attacks for 15 years and usually wake up
each morning anxious with a feeling of dread. Since using E-Power for several days, this feeling has
completely disappeared. After connecting the E-Power machine and having it on for about 10 minutes,
my headache was gone and my stiff neck and chronic pain in upper back from the accident was
gone each time I used the E-Power machine!
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Merrilee Smith
Provo, UT
I’ll give you some background first. I’ve had several accidents and two back surgeries that left me
with pinched nerves in my lower back. This has been going on for the last 10 years. Sitting really
aggravated the nerves, so I couldn’t sit for any length of time. I simply wasn’t able to walk, sit, or
stand much at any one time. In the last year I’ve been doing some therapy (and it helped somewhat)
but I still couldn’t sit without pain. In addition, I suffered from bipolar depressive mood swings and
most of the time I was polarized in depression.
I went to one of HTE’s meetings and laid down under the HotHouse in the corner of the room. If I
did move, it was mostly to kneel down or stand up with the help of a cane.
When I came to the meeting I was clinically depressed. I did what I could to pull myself up, but I
had been depressed for several days. It was at this meeting that I was introduced to and had my first
experience with E-Power.
I wanted to try the E-Power but asked if I could be the very last person to try it. If I had to sit down
to do this, I wanted to be able to go home immediately afterwards to curl up under my HotHouse
and get rid of the pain because that has been always my experience with sitting. So, I took the risk
and got hooked up to E-Power.
As soon as I sat down, I could feel the electric stimulus going all over my body, and tingling in my
head. I felt like all of my pathways were being cleared - instantly balanced and with a clear mind.
And, the pain was gone! I was able to sit! You’re supposed to start slowly on the E-Power, but I
wanted see what it could do. I put it on full power and was able to sit for 90 minutes straight!
After such a dramatic experience Deanna let me come over to her office and use the E-Power until
I was able to get my own. I acquired more energy sitting and being on the E-Power than I ever had.
For me it’s like you take your cell phone and plug it in, and well now, you plug your body in and it
reenergize with the E-Power!
I originally had a little scooter rather than a wheelchair because I couldn’t sit down. I would kneel
on the scooter with piles and piles of pads. I’d bring my whole bed with me when I went to the
meetings. And I had to be under the HotHouse the whole time. Now I’m sitting! I’m giving up my
scooter and my crutches. I can sit now.
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Joni Bradley
Calrgary, AB
I was in a very bad accident in March of 1995 and from that accident I had lost 70% of the use of my
left shoulder. I was unable to lift my arm up past a right angle to my shoulder. I lived in constant pain
and even regular chiropractic and massage would only relieve the pain very temporarily. My lower
back and right hip were also in pain because of misalignment of my spine from that accident but also
from many horse related falls from my youth. In November of 2005 my mother told me about the HTE
machines and purchased them for me because she was certain that they would help relieve some of my
pain. I used the HotHouse, and found relief from the pain that I lived with daily. The heat on my lower
back was wonderful I then bought a massage bed so that I could use the 3 HotHouses that I had as a full
body treatment. I was finally able to sleep the night without the intense pain that I was living with. The
Chi Machine was also a part of the purchase and when I used it on a regular basis I found that my
stomach muscles tightened up and I was looking more trim. I had gained about 55 pounds since the
accident because of inactivity. I was very excited about what the machines did for me so I was telling
many people and was able to sell a number of the machines at that time. The next machine that I
purchased was the ERE. I used the ERE pads on my shoulder. I have found that most days I am without
any pain and when stress brings it back then I just put the pads into position and receive the relief that
they give once again.
My mother won a trip with HTE and we headed off to Mexico in August 2007 and at that meeting there
was a new machine that was introduced. Seeing the people who had used it for the past two years in
Taiwan I was very anxious to get the machine and try it for myself. The E-Power arrived on the 17 of
September 2007 and I started to use it as quickly as I got it out of the box. I had two insurance
appointments that evening so I used it for two hours before I went. My first client said to me “what
have you done you are very beautiful tonight” since it was a woman she was not just trying to flatter
me. I said “thank you” and carried on to my next appointment. This person said, “ Joni you are very
beautiful tonight”. I thought the machine must have been doing something. Could not see anything in
the mirror that night for myself. I used the machine 90 minutes twice a day and soon it became more
apparent to myself that this machine was doing things for me that I had not been able to do by dieting. I
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had measured myself before I started since I wanted to have an idea if anything happened in the loss
department. In the first week I lost 2 inches in my hips and 2 inches in my bust. I got on the scale and it
told me I had lost 8 pounds. I was very happy with that since it had been a long time since I had a
change on the scale in decreasing. I continued using the machine every day 90 minutes twice a day and
within 2 weeks I had lost another inch. By the end of a month’s time I had lost 5 inches in my hips and
4 in my bust. At that time even though I was still using the machine for the same amount of time I was
not losing on my body but I was seeing changes in my face and neck area. My extra chins that I had
acquired were disappearing one by one and the face that I had when a youth was returning. I am still
using the E-Power but am using it for 30 minutes twice a day and it has been 6 months now and I am
seeing more subtle changes. My skin all over my whole body is very smooth and the skin on my face
has gotten very young and vital looking. A friend who had not seen me for about 6 months said to me
“what are you doing your skin is beautiful.” I am so amazed at the results that the E-Power is giving me
it is one machine that I will let someone try in my home but it will never be away from me so that I am
not able to use it every day. I am very excited about what it has done for the outside of my body and am
certain that it has also benefited the inside of my body as well. Another benefit that I have had from the
use of the E-Power is that I am not having the Hot flashes that I have experienced since I was about 40
as often. I would awaken in the night very often and not be able to go back to sleep as my body had
become intensely hot. Since using the E-Power I am able to sleep for longer periods of time because I
do not have the hot flashes that wake me. I also have less hot flashes during the day. I have a little dog
who is 4 years old and has always been very thin for her size she likes to sit on my lap while I am using
the E-Power and I have noticed that she has gained a little bit of weight so she has a bit of meat on her
ribs which she just was never able to do before we got the E-Power. My cat also likes to sit on my lap
while I am using the E-Power I am not certain what he gets out of it but he and the dog will argue about
who gets to sit closer to me while I am using the E-Power so they must know something about what it
is doing to make them feel better as they are always on my lap when I sit for it. Even though I still use
the HotHouse; the ERE and the Chi regularly, the E-Power is one machine that has done so much for
me that it will always be my favorite.
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Joan & Larry Beckingham
Thunder Bay, Ontario
My husband and I have been using the E-Power for almost a month and we want to share how excited
we are about this product. I have been on anti-depressants for nine years and was placed on Long Term
Disability as it was so severe. After many attempts to get off of them, I have finally succeeded with the
help of the E-Power. I am now down to less than half of the dose and continue to cut down slowly. The
other machines helped for short periods of time but inevitably something would trigger an episode of
depression. I believe that the chemical dependency was stored at a cellular level and was finally
released through the work of the E-Power. The cool thing is that my whole attitude has improved and I
find joy all around me. And as a bonus – my skin has improved dramatically. I had a terrible “chicken
neck” – the kind that comes with aging – and lines around my mouth from previous years of being a
smoker. My friends are asking me what I am doing to look so great and my husband and I both notice a
great improvement in our skin. Our daughter uses her E-Power as well and she is totally hooked on
how much better she sleeps and feels. Her stretch marks have almost disappeared and she finds that she
simply copes better and feels happier.
We are thankful to HTE for introducing us to this amazing product!
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Verónica Saldaña Moreno
Guadalajara, Jal.
CANCEROUS TUMOR ON LEFT BREAST
Recently, they made me some medical studies that shown a cyst in my left breast which was cancerous,
I get really concerned and start looking for alternatives. I was introduced to HTE equipments and I
started to use the HotHouse for a period of two months, that helped me a lot, but I really noticed a big
change when I used the E-Power, the cyst was diminishing, and my breast start to reduce, even my
stomach reduced and I felt very good.
I am currently using the equipments, which ones have made me feel a lot better, specially the E-Power;
my health keeps improving and the next mammogram was normal, this surprised the doctor!
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Pastor Ochoa
México DF
LEPTOSPIROSIS CANICOLA
I suffer for more than 15 years the damages of the LEPTOSPIROSIS CANICOLA, a disease caused by
an invasive bacteria that stays in the organism attacking viciously the liver (favorite organ of this
bacteria) and this provoked me jaundice (yellow skin), joint pain, hemorrhage, damage in the nervous
system with continues stress (for no reason), lower blood pressure and circadian rhythm, edema,
memory loss, being fatigue the whole day, and photophobia (fear of light).
I start to use the HTE equipments and after a month of using them all, (E-Power, SOQI Bed and ERE)
every day, I discovered that my sufferings where disappearing. NOW, I can do all the activities I’ve
been wanting to do for a long time, I feel energized, my blood pressure and circadian rhythm have
normalized. I consider that my overall health is now 90%.
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Raymundo Zuluaga Fernandez del Valle
Guadalajara Jalisco
ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder)
Since I was little I had difficulty to control myself, I had a hard time when I was in a place without
doing something, I was always distracted, and didn’t put attention to what I was told.
My parents took me with Doctors, Pediatricians and I didn’t show any improvement. One day we
were introduced to the HTE equipments, they are great! Since the first session on the E-Power I
started to felt different, I was able to control myself, but most important I started to sleep better. I got
very happy because I was having these problems for a long time and nothing helped me.
Now I’m attentive to everything, I can control myself and my parents and I are very thankful to God
and also with the marvelous E-Power, it changed my life!

Marina Arriaga Pérez
Monterrey, N.L.
Kidney Stones
After an echography, they detect stones in my kidney; I was under treatments and remedies for a while
to correct my problem. A little while ago I was introduced to the E-Power witch I start to use for one
hour every day and it only five days the stones got pulverized and I expelled them through my urine in
crystal form. After that, I visit my Dr. to do another echography and the results were amazing, I didn’t
have any stones on my kidneys. I’m very thankful to God for the opportunity he gave me to meet HTE
and their wonderful products.
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Ma Del Carmen González
Monterrey, N.L.
DIABETES, BAD CIRCULATION
I’ve been suffer from diabetes for 23 years ago and besides the insulin, I had a very strong neuropathy
witch impaired me from walking or moving normally.
By using the E-Power twice a day for 30 minutes each session I have improved my health, and also
recovered my mobility, now I walk without any complications and I recovered from an eye infection.
I’m very happy and thankful with HTE for giving my health back through their equipments.

Ma. De Lourdes Torres Córdova
México
DIABETES-SCIATIC NERVE
I’m diabetic since six years ago, I use twelve unties of insulin; that’s a lot of medication. I also was
having problems with the sciatic nerve since 20 years ago, herniated disk, etc. I’ve been using the
E-Power for three months now along with the Advanced ERE with the ERE Pads, for one hour in the
morning and another hour at night. I have seen huge changes in my health, I’ve lost some weight, my
hair has grow back since I was almost bald for my diabetes problems, I barely take any medications, I
don’t use insulin anymore. I’m very thankful to God and HTE Company for these amazing
equipments that bring a better quality of life.
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Micaelina Sánchez García
México
Menopause
My name is Micaelina Sánchez Garcia; I am 47 years old; approximately 5 years ago I met HTE.
When we ladies reach the 40’s, our bodies don’t produce enough amount of estrogen. I began with a
series of complications due to the menopause process. My gynecologist explained to me that the
menopause can be shown in three different ways: Mild, Regular or Severe. My case was really severe, I
got deeply depressed regularly, suffer constantly from pain in my arms and joints, dry skin and buzz in
one ear. He also explained me that those aches are normal as we age and our hormones change. We
began a hormonal treatment; and this provoked me huge secondary effects. I started to gain weight very
fast and since my metabolism doesn’t work like it used to… all my body functions got decontrolled and
my life changed. I was going trough all of this, until I met HTE and use all of their products. I began
with the E-Power, it not only improved my energy, and it also changed my mood. We known how
explosive or depressive can be the mood of a person that is going thru hormonal changes. I started to
use the E-Power because they gave me big hopes that the pain in my legs, joints and bones would
disappear due to the assimilation of calcium in my bones. For me, this has been the biggest ally in the
improvement of my health, energy and enthusiasm. The best part is that my mood is now stable, I feel
good, optimistic, and with the desire of discover new things every day.
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Ernestina Velázquez
San Luis Potosí, SLP
VERTEBRAL INJURY
After doing four sessions of 5 minutes every day on the Chi Machine, the displacement of four lumbar
vertebras and 3 dorsal vertebras was corrected without any pain; I even could hear the cracking when
they were placing themselves.
When I try the machine in an 84 year old patient that suffers from high blood pressure, her problem
normalized. The E-power helped her a lot with the hemoglobin also. With sessions of 60 minutes
through fifteen days, her health has improved dramatically.

Ana Cecilia Pérez
Zacatecas, Zac.
Thyroidectomy - Paralysis of the Vocal Chords
On January 5th I went through a medical surgery on my right Thyroid, after the post-op I started to
shown symptoms of dysphonia due to a right side vocal chord paralysis. After this, I find out that
HTE promote a device of bio energy that helps on the cellular regeneration and solves the problem.
I’m a regular user of all HTE products and I trust their efficiency. I bought the E-Power and in just
two weeks of using it for 15 minutes each session, I totally recovered my voice.
I’m very lucky to have the E-Power because I know it will help me to prevent the development of
diseases, and also to maintain my physical and mental health. I strongly recommend the E-Power for
the people who want to keep the most valuable treasure in life; health.
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Yolanda García
Toluca
DIABETES
I have been a diabetic for fifteen years, and approximately one month ago I was introduced to the HTE
equipments. After fifteen days of using them, I’ve been able to stabilize my blood sugar witch use to be
over 300 ml. and all of this, is thanks to the E-Power. I want to congratulate HTE for bringing health
and wellness to our families. Thanks to them my quality of life is better.

Jesús Américo López López
Monterrey, N.L.
DIABETES
I am 39 years old and this year I purchased the E-Power and subscribe as a Distributor, I decided to try
the E-Power to see if it helps me with my diabetes. My treatment consisted in three things, nutrition,
exercise and medication; the levels of sugar in my blood were between 230 and 270 ml. Since I began
the treatment on the E-Power a month ago, I stop using medication.
I will continue to use the E-Power with the conviction that if I have a good exercise and nutrition plan I
will be able to control my blood sugar levels.
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Ma. Guadalupe Medina de Guerrero
San Luis Potosí, S.L.P.
Gastritis & Osteoporosis
I am 64 years old. At the end of 2006, I was suffering from a depression and during that time doctors
ran a test to check my calcium level. The results showed my calcium level was pretty low, and was
prescribed calcium because I was close to suffering Osteoporosis. I started to take the calcium, but
due to my depression I also got Gastritis. Therefore, I stopped taking calcium.
In December 2007, one of my sisters took me to a SOQI Center, and I started to use the ERE, Chi
Machine and HotHouse. After 3 months of using them, I felt completely recovered from the
depression, I had no Gastritis and the varicose veins in my right leg disappeared as well.
In January 2008, I started to use the E-power and by April, I took the calcium test again in my ankle,
and the doctors said the results showed that I had the calcium level of a 35 year old. In the SOQI
Center I was told that my body generated calcium by using the E-power.
Now I am fine but I still use the products because I feel great and it keeps me healthy.
I want to say thank you first to the Lord, and to the company as well, the products have been a blessing
for my family and I.
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MARTIN DÁVALOS LOPEZ
Guadalajara, Jalisco
QUADRIPLEGIA
I received a gun shot in the spine and for this I suffered quadriplegia, I lost the muscle function
therefore this caused me paralysis of the arms and legs.
I started to use SOQI (Chi Machine + HH + ERE) but then when I added E-Power I had a remarkable
improvement, now I am able to move my arms, my mood has changed and I left behind the depression.
The next goal I intent to achieve is discontinue the use of my wheelchair

FRANCISCO ALANIS GUAJARDO
Monterrey, Nuevo León
TRYGLICERIDES
I had problems in the urinary tract, so at November I went to the hospital, they run several laboratory
analysis, which showed an abnormally high level of Triglycerides (2,500), I was very concerned but not
the doctors who dismissed my problem.
My sister took me with Doctor Azeneth Avendaño, she recommended me to use E-Power and only after
1 week of use it I felt a great improvement. One month later I run blood test again and they showed that
Triglycerides decreased to 325, the total cholesterol decreased to 200 as well as Uric acid levels.
Finally the pain and problems of urinary tract have gone. I really appreciate HTE for bringing this new
option that allowed me to improve my life.
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MARIBEL RODRIGUEZ
Toluca, México
SECOND-DEGREE BURNS
At December 2007 I suffered second-degree burns all over my face in a domestic accident. I was
translated to the County Hospital but the doctors did not offer me any diagnosis or hopeful treatment.
The epithelium of my eyes suffered burns and I was unable to see anything for 5 days, my biggest fear
was loss the sight forever.
Finally I recovered the sight just to see that I looked like a monster and I was summed in a big
depression.
I started to use E-Power and the amazing changes started, now I don’t have any scarf in my face, I got
over the depression and I am happy to live.

VICTOR RESENDEZ PEREZ
Monterrey, N.L.
DIABETES, HYPERTENSION, NEUROPATHY
Since I started to use the equipments my health has improved, specially by using E-Power my
Neuropathy has decreased, mi diabetes is under control, my blood pressure is stable as well as my
weight issue, I passed from 187 pounds to 165; and I reduced my waist from 50” to 39”.
Doctor Rolando López, who has been my doctor since long time ago was positively surprised when he
saw the results of my blood tests, I told him about SOQI Products and now he is very interested,
because he consider this might be a hopeful alternative for his patients.
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Silvia Vidal Morales
Monterrey, NL
I am 40 years old. My doctor recently gave me an exam and detected severe digestive problems
including chronic constipation and gas. My abdomen looked big and my breathing was difficult. I also
had pain in my stomach about an hour after eating. I had this problem for nearly 2 years.
I started to use E-Power for half an hour every day. On the fourth day, I expelled a part of a parasite
(tapeworm)! The expelled part of this parasite was almost 90 cm. long!
My mood started to change and I started to feel better. The next day, after treatment with the E-Power
machine, I didn’t feel any abdominal pain. Since beginning E-Power sessions, not only have I expelled
the parasite, but my overall health has improved dramatically.

Oscar España Fuentes
Monterrey, NL
I am 75 years old with no family background related to my current condition. About 6 months ago, I
started to feel very tired. The color of my skin turned light yellow, and problems such as bad breath,
insomnia, nightmares, and aggressiveness were increasing every day.
I went in for a check-up. The doctors examined me, running numerous tests. One possibility they told
me about was cancer of the liver. After all the tests were in, they concluded that I had a “Crisis of
Hypoglycemia” (low blood sugar).
I started using E-Power one hour per day, along with the complementary treatment. After using the
machine, I started to notice an increase in energy, and the symptoms of hypoclycemia that used to haunt
me daily started to diminish. After a month of E-Power sessions, I went back to my doctor. I did not
show any signs of hypoglycemia and the test results came back in the normal range.
I’m currently on the same program and monitoring my health closely. At this time my hypoglycemia
has disappeared and my overall health is stable.
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Oscar Ortiz
Monterrey, N.L.
At the beginning of this year, I got sick with the flu and a throat infection. I used the E-Power for 1
hour in the low mode and 4 hours at medium intensity. By the time I woke up my symptoms had
disappeared!
I used the same treatment with my son since he was having the same discomfort I had, and he obtained
the same result. It eliminated the symptoms of the flu and throat infection in a very short time for both
of us!

Ramón Soria Medina
Monterrey City
Diabetes & Stroke
After a year of being on a wheelchair, unable to talk and depending on others for the simplest things, I
had the opportunity to meet SOQI. For a month I used the equipments for one hour very day. I started
the first days using the HotHouse, Chi Machine, Advanced ERE and fifteen days later the E-Power.
The E-Power was the main reason I believe my health improved. Currently after a month of treatment,
I no longer use a wheelchair or walker; I walk slow but independent, I can perform basic activities and
my doctor lower the dose of my diabetes medication since my blood sugar stabilized. Also, my mood
changed, I’m happy to live; I can talk to everybody and I’m thankful that HTE came in to my life
with their amazing products.
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Susana Garcia Rojas
Guadalajara, Jal.
I am 60 years old. Twelve (12) years ago I started to have headaches, tiredness, drowsiness, and shakes.
For that reason it was necessary to see my doctor, and I was diagnosed with diabetes. This was a big
shock because diabetes is one of those diseases that if you don’t take good care of yourself, it can
provoke death.
I started taking medication and stayed on it for 3 years but my blood sugar leveled out at 280. I visited
other doctors, but it was always the same. It didn’t matter what diet I was on, my blood sugar remained
too high. Other doctors prescribed Insulin. I was treated with the Insulin plus another medication, and
was able to achieve a blood sugar level of 140.
Headaches were part of my daily life, and besides that, I started to have pain in my neck. My doctors
said it might be a wearing of the bones and they recommended exercise. So, I went to a massage
therapist and started to exercise. My headaches started to diminish for about half a year.
One day my doctors recommended that I visit a Sports Clinic with specialized personnel. Dr. Pablo
Betancourt, Director of the Cell Rehabilitation Department in Angeles del Carmen Hospital in
Guadalajara was the one who recommended the E-Power machine. He put me on the machine for 30
minutes per day Monday through Friday. After a week of sessions, I started to feel bad, developed a
terrible headache, and drowsiness. After testing my blood sugar, I was amazed how much it dropped only 78! This situation never happened to me in the 12 years I had been suffering with this disease. I
called Dr. Betancourt and he told me that the discomfort I had that day was due to the detoxification of
my body. He asked me to stop taking insulin and only take the other medication, and to keep
monitoring my blood sugar levels everyday. Truly, E-Power is marvelous! Since that day my blood
sugar levels have been between 110 and 120. I now have more energy, which makes my daily labors
easy, I have a better quality of life, and most importantly, more will to live! For this reason, I address
my testimonial to those people in the same condition as I was in. I suffered many long years with this
terrible disease. I’m currently taking medication, but Dr. Betancourt encourages me to use the E-Power
everyday. Therefore, if God wants, in a little time, I could stop taking the medication. I thank God for
leading me to E-Power which in a very short time lowered my blood sugar, eliminating the discomforts
and headaches.
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Francisco Benavides Garza
Monterrey, NL
I am 68 years old and for a long time I suffered from pains in my whole body: arms, waist, neck, legs,
and (especially) my right knee, which was very swollen and red. I also had numbness in the plant of my
foot. I took a lot of pills for the pain, and I didn’t want to keep taking them. I noticed that I was
retaining fluids and it appeared that I had gained weight as well.
I began to check out alternatives with faith in finding relief. And, soon after being introduced to and
trying HTE’s amazing equipment, my life changed! Since October 15, 2007 I’ve used their equipment
every day - the ERE for 15 minutes, the Chi Machine for 5 minutes, the EPower for 15 minutes and the
HotHouse for 30 minutes.
After the third session, I started to urinate more. I calculated that for the fourth session I urinated an
average of 15 liters! My water retention and my bulging stomach have been greatly reduced thanks to
HTE’s life changing equipment!

Fernando Estrada
Monterrey, N.L.
During the last 3 years I suffered with astigmatism, preventing me from reading up close. I only saw
specks.
Approximately 3 months ago somebody recommended HTE products. I started to use the E-Power for
30 minutes every day, and it helped me a lot. I can now distinguish letters. I’m tremendously satisfied
with what this product has done for my health.
I’m also very happy because for years I tried other alternatives and I was resigned to use glasses my
whole life; but now, with the continuous use of this equipment, I stopped wearing glasses.
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Jose Luis Cortez
Saltillo, Coah.
I had been suffering with diabetes for a while. Not long ago, I met Dr. Rogelio Vargas and talked to
him about HTE’s equipment, including the E-Power. He was skeptical and, on my insistence, he
challenged me! He suggested we do a blood test and if the results were favorable, he would buy an
E-Power from me.
After doing the test and seeing the results, he was surprised with the results. My blood sugar levels
dropped without the use of drugs! I use the E-Power for 30 minutes everyday and continue to see
my health improve – along with a head of healthy hair! E-Power ? Maybe!
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